Genetic variation in hypoxia-inducible factor 1alpha and its possible association with high altitude adaptation in Sherpas.
Hypoxic stress at high altitude requires adaptations in several physiological functions to ensure the optimal oxygenation of all cells. Several lines of evidence suggested that high-altitude native populations such as Sherpas have been genetically adapted to their stressful environment. We investigated the genetic variation in the hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1alpha gene in Sherpas as compared with Japanese, native lowlanders, and found a novel dinucleotide repeat polymorphism in intron 13 of the HIF-1alpha gene. GT15 allele was more frequent in Japanese than in Sherpas with statistical significance, while GT14 allele was significantly more frequent in Sherpas as compared with Japanese. A possible genetic variation in the HIF-1alpha gene might function in adaptation to living at high altitude. Because the activity of HIF-1 is regulated by multiple steps including the transcriptional level, the effect of the polymorphism in intron 13 on the cellular hypoxic responses remains to be elucidated.